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PRESIDENT’S CORNER – APRIL 2022
Hey Buckeroos,
For those who missed the last meeting, it was a really nice event. We met at Skeeta Hawk
Brewing, 2606 St. Louis St, and had a lovely time on their patio. They will not be open until May,
but they gave us all a tour of the facility, and made us feel at home. We wish them all the best
in the future.
Our next meeting will be at the Deutsches Haus on Wednesday, May 4th. The Board will
present, discuss, and open for debate our plan to change the operating procedures to allow for
a tiered dues structure. This change will put us in strict compliance with the ATC. I encourage
you all to try to attend. I am still working on our ATC problem concerning the Deutsches Haus,
once it is settled, we can start bring homebrew to meetings again. If I don’t have the problem
resolved by the meeting, we will work on a “Plan B”. I will let you all know when we get closer.
This year we will have a Crawfish boil on May 21st. It will actually be a Crawfish Boil/ Swap
meet/ Brewoff and it will happen at either Chad Bowman’s House in Meraux, or the Deutsches
Haus. We will be cooking our own Crawfish this year, and are looking for a few good men or
women to help boil. This is also a swap meet, so it is a good time to do some spring cleaning
and sell all the gear you would like to get rid of. I scored some great stuff over the years. It is
important to sign up in advance for this event, crawfish are very expensive now, and we want
to get the order right. Cost is $25 for members, and you can have a plus one for $25 more. If
you are brewing beer, or making the crawfish, the price is $20. Contact me at
neilwbarnett@yahoo.com if you are interested in cooking. Chad will be taking names for the
Brewoff. Joanne will be selling tickets at the next meeting, and may set something up online. If
all else fails, we can set up a time at the DH to meet, and I can get you on the list.
The Bus trip is on again, and will be led by Mona and Chad. This year we are looking to go to
Baton Rouge. We will have be hitting 3-4 Breweries, and have some sort of drink special at
each. We are planning for July 23rd or 30th. More information will be forthcoming. If anyone
has an in with a bus company we could use, please let us know.
We have a lot more events in the works, including something for Mead Day, Learn to
Homebrew day, and of course Brewoffs. We will also be moving toward having a competition. It
is time for everyone to get out of the house, get involved, and brew some beer.
Take care, Neil
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BREWOFF SCHEDULE FOR 2022 (Subject to Change, Really)
Date

Style

Host

Location

1/8/22

Pale Ale

1700 Moss St NOLA

2/19/22

Rye PA

Deutsches
Haus
Gerald
Lester

3/12/22

Pils or golden ale

Faith Lutheran
Church Harahan, LA

Brewmaster
Alessa Massey

Cancelled
Cancelled

Brown Ale

Kevin Hingle

5/21/22

Wheat ale

The Haus

6/18/22

BIABS
Saison

Neil Barnett

July
8/20/22
9/17/22

Off
BIABS
Stout
Wee Heavy

10/22/22

Irish Red Ale

11/19/22

Old Ale

TBD

Cancelled

4/23/22
1700 Moss St. NOLA
5636 Hawthorne Pl
NOLA, 70124

Hector Meier
Will Thompson

Barney

Chad Bowman 2700 Maureen Ln
Meraux, LA

*BIABS = brewing in a bathing suit

Standard Wort price $30.00

Standard Lunch price$10.00

For any new members, a Brewoff is a group event in which we make 50 gallons of beer with the
Club equipment. The wort is then split up into ten, 5-gallon units. The units are given out to the
Host(1), Brewmaster(1), Chef(1), Equipment Movers(2), and Grunts(5). Guests and Alternates
are encouraged to sign up and join in the fun. Wort participants must bring their own 5-gallon
fermenter, and yeast. If you are interested, email me at cbowman75@gmail.com or sign up at
the meetings. Buy a truck

Hello Good People,
The brew-off for April has been canceled due to lack of interest. Coming up on
May 21st, we are having a brew-off, crawfish boil, and swap meet. Be sure to sign
up at the May meeting.
DUMBO

FIVE QUESTIONS FOR THE BREWMASTER – APRIL 2022
Aaron Merrill
Owner and Brewmaster
Skeeta Hawk Brewing
2606 St. Louis Street, New Orleans
https://skeetahawkbrewing.com/
1. How did you start brewing?
I served 29 years in the Army, most of it as a
Foreign Area Officer (FAO) which is like a
military diplomat. When I found out that
my regional specialty area was going to be
the Middle East I decided that I would need
to learn to brew so I could have access to
craft beer! While serving as a FAO in the
Middle East I enjoyed brewing with many
U.S. Embassy Home Brewing Clubs. I think
at one point the U.S. Embassy in Lebanon
was the third largest brewery in the
country!
2. How did you get into commercial
brewing?
When I was a few years from military
retirement I started to think about what I
wanted to do for my second career and
decided I should take my home brewing
passion to the next level! Once I decided to
go professional, I studied and interned
during my free time at some of the first
craft breweries in the Middle East including
961 in Beirut and Carakale Ale in Jordan.
https://www.961beer.com/
http://www.carakale.com/home
3. Which style(s) are you most interested
in brewing and why?
Honestly, I find all beers interesting in their
own way and like to experiment. With that
being said, I'm a sucker for rich, full flavored
Brown Ales and look forward to brewing

those regularly. In fact, the first beer
brewed on our system will be a Brown Ale.
Additionally, the fact that we invested in
two specialized lagering tanks (50% of our
total fermentation capacity) speaks to our
interest in brewing tasty lagers!
4. What is the most challenging aspect of
being a commercial brewer?
The business side of the house. Brewing
great beer is very challenging but ultimately
straight forward. The million other things
which go into starting up and running a
manufacturing business from scratch is not
straightforward and I think can be
overwhelming for people if you're not into
it. To be successful I think you have to love
all aspects of the business.
5. What advice do you have for
homebrewers?
Keep good records but also just have fun
and don't get too stressed about getting
everything dialed in precisely. That's more
for commercial brewers to worry about! If
you are interested in really learning about
the impact of specific ingredients or
processes you might try splitting a batch of
beer and varying one characteristic on the
cold side. Brew a 10 gallon batch of beer
and split it into two 5 gallon fermenters
(sizes could be different). Ferment both
beers exactly the same except for one thing.
For instance, you could change the yeast,
dry hopping quantities or type,
temperature, additions or really anything.
The idea is that you can see the impact of a
specific variable very easily. At the brewery
we will do this regularly on our pilot system
so when you come in you can compare side
by side.

HOMEBREW RECIPE MYSTERY CHALLENGE – APRIL 2022
Challenge from Mike Buchart
(MBuchart@cox.net)
My deceased grandmother Anna E. Petroff Buchart was one of those great ladies who
understood cooking and published a few cookbooks of her own. Grandma B’s recipe for beer
was as simple as it comes but too confusing for a novice like me. Then again, no one has yet
offered recommendations how to brew this.
Unfortunately, she passed before I really knew good beer and could have asked about her
recipe.
Anna Petroff Buchart’s beer recipe is:
Beer
1 quart malt
3 pounds sugar
1 cake powdered yeast
Raisins or potatoes
1) Add hot water to mix.
2) Pour into a vat and add lukewarm water to fill.
3) Add a handful of raisins or potatoes.
4) Cook 48 to 72 hours with light bulb (40 watt). No longer than 72 hours.
5) Siphon and bottle.
I ask if there is anyone out there that can suggest amounts that I can at least begin with please
do so. It would sure save a lot of time, frustration and spoiled efforts.

BREW FOR THOUGHT – APRIL 2022
From Mike Retzlaff
Homebrewing During Prohibition
By Amy Jabloner
December 1997
Mother's in the kitchen washing out the jugs;
Sister's in the pantry bottling the suds;
Father's in the cellar mixing up the hops;
Johnny's on the front porch watching for the cops
Poem by a New York state Rotary Club member during Prohibition
Prohibition accentuated the "home" in homebrewing. Many American families recount and
cherish tales of grandpa's inept experimental attempts to brew beer in the kitchen and grandma's
gallant efforts to hide the results from Prohibition agents. Although most homebrewers
practiced their hobbies with minimal adverse consequences, this homebrewing boom did have a
casualty: the reputation of homebrewing.
In an era when intoxicating liquors were illegal, the ingredients to produce them were not. "For
so long as the fruits of the orchard, the grain and roots of the field remain, the distiller and homebrewer have an inexhaustible supply of the raw material for producing alcohol. It is a matter of
common notoriety that we are becoming a nation of adepts in the making of intoxicants," wrote
John Koren, author of Alcohol and Society, in his essay "Inherent Frailties of Prohibition."
The Homebrew Market
While Prohibition formally ended the sale of intoxicating beverages from 1920 to 1933, it inspired
an explosion in homebrewing. Beer consumption increased gradually during the 1920s, climbing
to about 25 percent of its pre-Prohibition rate by 1930. This homebrewing revolution was
sustained with the eager assistance of merchants who sold malt extracts for "baking."
"Before Prohibition there was little or no malt extract on the market. Now there is an enormous
amount of baking done, according to the amount of extracts being sold," wrote A. W. McDaniel,
a Prohibition agent. Eight years after Prohibition began; more than 500 malt and hop shops
prospered in New York City. Another 100,000 stores sold malt syrup nationwide, including
Atlantic and Pacific (A & P), Kroger, and Piggly-Wiggly grocery stores. Prior to Prohibition only
500 to 600 shops sold malt syrup nationwide. By 1928 25,000 shops, including Woolworth's,
were selling homebrewing equipment such as bottle cappers and tubing.

Sales of malt syrup boomed. In 1926 438 million pounds were produced and in 1927 450 million.
An estimated 90 percent of this syrup was used to brew 6.5 billion pints of beer. Some
homebrewers made beer from scratch, while others supplemented the potency of near beer,
which was legal, with the help of malt syrups. Even with this use, between 1920 and 1928
production of near beer plummeted from 285 million gallons to about 100 million gallons.
In one year hop sales, excluding sales for near beer and export, exceeded 13 million pounds, the
vast majority of which was presumably used to brew beer at home. By 1929 the Prohibition
bureau, using sales figures for hops, malt, and other ingredients, estimated that Americans
brewed 700 million gallons of beer at home.
Businesses thrived by selling equipment and other supplies to make liquor. In 1928 a writer for
Collier's magazine observed: "It looks very much as if the wet [pro-alcohol consumption] half of
the population is busy making wet goods and the dry half is busy selling the ingredients and the
machinery." In the mid-1920s sales of homebrewing paraphernalia and ingredients amounted
to roughly $136 million annually.
Legal Trade
Business was so good that as their influence and income grew, the malt syrup manufacturers and
merchants formed their own national trade associations, the National Association of Malt Syrup
Manufacturers (the producers) and the Interstate Food Products Association (the retailers and
wholesalers). These associations promoted their products in trade journals entitled Sips and Malt
Age.
Advertising and selling malt syrups without running afoul of the law was a tremendous challenge.
Although not illegal per se, the possession and sale of brewing ingredients and equipment could
not be advertised to indicate that their intended use was for brewing or beverage purposes. As
a result of this law, the syrup industry had its product designated as food by the patent office and
stressed this classification to its members. Some manufacturers followed the advice of the malt
syrup manufacturers' association and advertised their syrups with an emphasis on the virtues of
the syrup for baking and other food-related uses. Manufacturers also omitted the words "hops"
and "hop flavored" from their labels.
Some manufacturers did not always adhere to these recommendations. One advertisement was
illustrated with a drunken camel leading four other equally besotted camels in a rendition of
Sweet Adeline. In a thinly veiled attempt to keep fellow syrup manufacturers at bay, the
advertisement also mentioned food uses for the syrup. Since the syrups were supposed to be
used for baking hop-flavored muffins, they were named in such a way as to only intimate their
intended use. Gesundheit, Nitecap, Bismarck, Double Dutch, Mixit, and Pilzenbaur malt syrups
were all sold to the public.
Busted!
In the first 10 years of Prohibition, federal agents seized one billion gallons of malt liquor. The
beer was customarily described as undrinkable, unsanitary, and filthy. Homebrewed beers were
characterized as sludge-like with a mud-brown appearance, a sour and yeasty smell, and a taste

like laundry soap. Some noted after effects could be equally disagreeable. Beers were described
as "explosive" with a tendency to cause severe headaches and an inability to focus one's eyes.
Hugh F. Fox, secretary of the US Brewers Association and a leading spokesman for the wets and
the brewing industry, called homebrewed beer "troublesome and messy, and not very
successful" and added that one could not produce "a light, palatable, and wholesome brew
without the use of highly specialized and costly apparatus and facilities for sterilizing, filtering,
and refrigeration." He went on to describe the ales as a "poor imitation of old-fashioned stock
ales, which contain at least twice as much alcohol as the lager beer of commerce."
Although not always refreshing, homebrews were not nearly as dangerous as other alcoholic
beverages concocted during the era. Drinking some homemade liquors had dreadful
consequences including paralysis and death. Tens of thousands of people died from alcohol
poisoning from beverages made from denatured alcohol intended for industrial use. This "liquor"
contained traces of poisons such as sulfuric and hydrochloric acids and wood alcohol. According
to the US Public Health Service, 11,700 people died from imbibing poisonous liquors in 1927.
Embalming fluid, antifreeze, and rubbing alcohol were also used to make homemade liquors.
George S. Hobart, a former member of the New Jersey assembly, in arguing that beer sales should
be limited to near beer, wrote: "I am told that a recent test has been discovered in Washington
which can be used only when the moon is at the full. It is said that if a man sees only one moon
he has been drinking less than one half of one percent [beer]; if he sees two moons he has been
drinking more than one half of one percent; and if he sees no moon at all, he has been drinking
wood alcohol!"
Under the National Prohibition Act, "any room, house, building, boat, vehicle, structure, or place
where intoxicating liquor is manufactured, sold, kept or bartered...is declared to be a common
nuisance." The misdemeanor of homebrewing could result in a fine of up to $1,000 and/or
imprisonment of up to one year. This law was rarely enforced because homebrewers mostly
operated within the privacy of their homes, and it was difficult to invade private homes.
Law enforcement encountered a legal quandary in the attempted enforcement of antihomebrewing laws and as a result did not often enforce them on private individuals. To search
a private dwelling, agents needed a search warrant. However, warrants could only be issued if
there was evidence a residence was being used for the sale of liquor, not just production for
home use.
A writer in the late 1920s noted that if a dry had his way and a homebrewer's home was not
respected as being private in the courts, "America would become almost at a stroke the world's
greatest homeless country, and instead the land of breweries, wineries, and distilleries."
When homebrewers were brought into court, it often resulted in mild or no sanctions. A
Nebraska attorney, Frank Bartos, was nearly disbarred as a result of his homebrewing. Agents
caught Bartos with 700 quarts of homebrewed beer. Even though Bartos violated the law, an
appeals court found that "the act was in private social life, and not professional character."
Homebrewing was deemed not to be an act of "moral turpitude" but rather a private act that did

not reflect on Bartos' fitness to practice law. One judge wrote, "The offense of Bartos was
possibly the mildest that could be committed under the National Prohibition Act, were it not for
the large quantity of beer so made." Parenthetically, he went on to comment that "700 quarts
of beer would indicate considerable capacity on the part of his family, or numerous guests with
large capacities."
A Beer By Any Other Name...
Since Prohibition outlawed the manufacture, sale, and transportation of intoxicating beverages
including beer, the definition of how much alcohol is necessary to make a drink intoxicating and
what constitutes "beer" was a matter of constant debate. Common defenses to homebrewing
included the claim that homebrew was not an "intoxicating beverage" under the National
Prohibition Act and that "homebrew" is not by definition the same as "beer." Although "beer"
was recognized under the law as being illegal, "homebrew" was not.
In arguing for the legalization of a real beer containing 3 percent alcohol, Sen. Walter E. Edge of
New Jersey wrote that the word beer suggests "the old days of reeking barrooms and saloons."
He facetiously suggested that if the three percent beverage were called "sunshine" or "golden
dew," no one would complain about its production. Senator Edge reasoned "that it is the word
'beer' which is antagonized rather the contents or the effects thereof."
Prohibition agents were not particularly distressed by homebrewing when other more potent
and portable liquors were available. In publicizing a $25,000 prize for the best plan for repealing
the 18th amendment, which stresses temperance rather than outright prohibition, publisher
William Randolph Hearst wrote that it is "easier for the law-defying element to deal illicitly in
hard liquors than in the milder and bulkier form of alcoholic drinkables." This was especially true
because under Prohibition "a man who wants a mild drink is compelled to take a strong one; and
a man who wants a good drink is compelled to take a bad one."
The homebrewing boom was not sustained after Prohibition. The often muddy, unpalatable, and
amateurish beers of the homebrewer lost favor to the pale, lightly hopped beers of the
professional brewers. Brewers geared up for production as soon as Prohibition ended, and
homebrewing did not become legal until 1979. Shortly after midnight on the day Prohibition
officially ended, a brewer from St. Louis delivered two cases of beer to the White House with the
salutation, "Here's to you -- President Roosevelt."

From Mike Retzlaf

Canadian Ace – Prohibition Era Pilsner
As brewed at Sieben Brewery in Chicago (mid 1920’s). There were a number of “Canadian Ace”
branded beers before, during, and after the Volstead Act but I don’t think the brewers were
particularly concerned about Copyright or Trademark infringements.
5 Gallon Batch
Ingredients:
• 6 lbs. six-row lager malt
• 2 lbs. rice (ground)
• 8 oz. de-fatted soy grits
Procedure:
1. Cook rice in 1 gallon plus 3 cups water for 30 minutes.
2. Preheat mash tun and add 1 3/4 gallons of 120 ˚F water.
3. Let cooked rice temperature drop to 190 ˚F.
4. Add rice to mash tun and immediately mash in malt and soy grits.
5. The temperature should end up between 150 and 155 ˚F. Adjust with another 1 gallon of
water.
6. Hold at 150 - 155 ˚F for 90 minutes.
7. Sparge with 168 ˚F water to collect 5 1/2 gallons of wort.
8. Boil wort for 1 hour using the following hop schedule:
• 60 minutes – 1.5 oz. of 6% a/a Hersbrucker (42.5 gms.)
• 30 minutes – 0.5 oz. of 5% a/a Hallertauer (14 gms.)
• 10 minutes – 1/8 oz. of 6% a/a Hersbrucker (3.5 gms.)
9. Add 0.5 oz. (14 gms.) of Hallertauer at flame out and cover brew kettle.
10. Chill to 50 - 55 ˚F.
11. Pitch starter slurry of S-23 yeast. (VLB strain)
12. Ferment at 50 ˚F.

13. O.G. - 1.045, F.G. - 1.010, abv – 4.5%, SRM – 3
14. Bottle with 3/4 cup of priming sugar.
To fine tune the brew:
• Add 1 gallon of the heated sparge water to the mash just before the lauter (to ease run-off.)
• Use soft brewing water (this is a Pilsner-style beer).
• Add 1 tsp. Irish moss at last 10 minutes of boil.
• Transfer to keg for natural carbonation when gravity is about 1.016.
• Lager 33 – 35 ˚F for 3 weeks in keg or bottle.

How To Brew Like An Extremely (Lazy) Efficient Person
by Brian Smith
It seems like almost every day someone stops me in the street to ask me how I brew. This isn’t much
of a surprise because I think that most Crescent City Homebrewers club members would agree that I
am the best brewer here (here meaning at my house); but many people are surprised when I give them
my answer which is “get away from me!” The truth is all of my brewing processes are focused on one
thing: (laziness) efficiency.
Making beer can be extremely easy. Anyone who says otherwise is trying to sell you something. In
fact, it’s so easy that I often do a lot of it in my sleep, and I encourage anyone who is tired of devoting
billable hours to brewing to do the same. The good thing about (lazy) efficient brewing is that any
system can be optimized for maximum (laziness) efficiency. The most important thing is to know your
system. When I say system I am referring to both your equipment and your processes. It doesn’t
matter if you’re using an Anvil Foundry all-in-one, a homemade 3 tier system, or like me, a kitty litter
bucket and a stick with a shoe on the end of it for a mash paddle, knowing your system will help you
make the beer you want. The following is my process. I use a pretty rudimentary system with a couple
of little time saving devices and quirks thrown in.
My brew day starts at about 8 pm. I heat up my strike water and adjust the pH down a little (although
sometimes I forget to adjust the pH). Then I pour my strike water into my Coleman mash tun and
dump in the crushed grain. Before I go to bed, I set up my sous vide to heat up my sparge water (I add
about 10% more water than I need because I will lose some to evaporation). I use a cheap Anova®
sous vide, and it does the job, but I wouldn’t recommend it because I had a bad experience with their
customer service a few years ago. I set my alarm clock for some ungodly hour unsuitable for human
activity, like 5 am. When the alarm goes off, I get up and start the sparge. I adjust my sparge to be
sloooooow . . . like 4 hours for a 5 gallon batch. Then I reset the alarm for a reasonable hour and go
back to bed.
With the alarm I wake up, my sparge is done, and the wort is ready to start boiling. Once I get the
burner going, I make breakfast and dress up in some nice clothes. By then my wort is boiling or close
to boiling. I add my hops and what-have-you and take 20 to 30 selfies to post on Instagram. It’s really
important that when you take selfies for Instagram you are dressed nicely. Make sure to pay attention
to the angles as you don’t want anyone to know how fat you are and how unkempt and disgusting your
garage is. Always hold a nearly full glass of beer and smile like everything is alright. I try to portray a
version of myself that hasn’t been traumatized by adult life. That part of me can focus on matters
clearly without being overwhelmed by analysis and can love deeply without worrying about
reciprocation. Just love things for what they are, not for what they can do for you; I’m sure you
understand. I like to think that one of my 46 followers on Instagram will see those pictures of me healthy, happy, indulging in a fun hobby, and they’ll think “this guy really has it figured out.”
Be sure to put your wort chiller in the boil for at least a few minutes to sanitize it. I use quick hose
connects on all of my hoses and nozzles and everything else around my house so It’s easy to set up the
wort chiller or a lawn sprinkler. After that it’s as simple as transferring the wort to the fermenter (I use
a ¾” ID tube and a mesh bag to collect any large particulate), pitching your yeast, and applying your
airlock.
Here are a couple of little things that I think make life a little easier:
a) Clean as you go: it's nice to finish my boil and only have to clean my boil pot and wort chiller.
b) Don't use carboys; buckets are much easier to move and to clean.
III) Organize your equipment and materials by function; for example keep your Irish moss with the rest
of your boiling equipment because that’s when you use it.
4) Try things out; make notes on what works and what doesn’t. Just because something works for me
doesn’t mean it will for you, and vice-versa.
I hope that I’ve inspired you to be (lazier) efficienter and that you can use some of these techniques
and tips next time you brew up a batch of beer. If you have any questions, feel free to seek the advice
of someone else as I’m trying to conserve energy while reducing my carbon footprint.
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For Sale by Harold Hochhalter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 electric pumps
electric malt mill
2 wort coolers
3 glass carboys
numerous plastic carboys
3 stainless steel boiling pots
Munich malt
caramel malt
chocolate malt
2 row malt (3 x 5 gallon buckets)
lager malt (1 x 5 gallon bucket)
numerous bags of hops
yeast – German and California ale
storage box full of hoses, fittings, etc.
2 large carbon dioxide tanks (1 set of gauges)
numerous Cornie kegs
long neck bottles
3 large CO2 tanks

KEGERATOR
This is a listing for Jared Stanton.
If anyone is interested or want more information, they can call him at 973-534-3724.

SITES OF INTEREST

Crescent City Homebrewers:
Crescent City Homebrewers
CCH Member Application
Local Brewing Supply:
Brewstock
Louisiana Craft Beer Info:
Louisiana Craft Brewers Guild
Breweries:
504 Craft Beer Reserve
Big Easy Bucha
Bayou Teche Brewing Company
Brieux Carre Brewing Company
Broad Street Cider & Ale
Bywater Brew Pub
Chafunkta Brewing Company
Courtyard Brewery
Crescent City Brewhouse
Deutsches Haus
Gnarly Barley Brewing Company
Gordon Biersch
Kingfisher Cider
Miel Brewery and Taproom
New Orleans Lager and Ale Brewing Company
Old Rail Brewery
Parish Brewing
Parleaux Beer Lab
Port Orleans Brewing Company
Royal Brewery
Second Line Brewing
Skeeta Hawk Brewing
Urban South Brewery
Zony Mash Beer Project
Member Pages:
Crescent City Brew Talk

